Sennheiser Conferencing Solutions

Connected to
productivity

Made for
Collaboration and
Communication
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Understanding
the trends of todays
communication

TRENDS
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From dedicated conference room to
agile huddling solution, clear sound in
every corner of the room is a fundamental factor for successful communication. Because, if audio quality is not
clear, outcomes are not clear.

More meetings
Clear communication drives business results.
Today‘s business is increasingly global with widely
spread workgroups – we invest more and more
time in conferences and online meetings. Time is
too valuable to waste on unproductive communication or underperforming technology.
New ways of working
With the increasing popularity of online meetings,
huddling has become a real Unified Communications (UC) phenomenon: meetings are set up spontaneously, and not necessarily in a dedicated conference room. This kind of ad-hoc conferencing requires flexibility and mobility – and solutions that
work always and anywhere.
Truly Unified Communications
UC bears strategic importance for any business:
The ability to quickly connect to mobile devices
and deliver your message with impact requires
open standards and maximum connectivity. Scalable Sennheiser state-of-the-art technology enables
your employees to set up meetings quickly and
with ease.
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EXPECTATIONS

What do you
expect from
your conferencing
solution?
Benefit from
innovations that
will exceed your
expectations.

The days of proprietary technologies and mediocre audio quality are over. At least that’s what
todays managers think (we know, because we
asked what they expect from their equipment*).
Usability

96 %

“Hosting a conference should be
intuitive and easy”

Connectivity
“Connectivity is key, as well as
simultaneous audio channels”

93 %

Audio Quality
“Anything less than crystal clear
sound is disappointing”

99 %
Agility

81 %

“My equipment needs to be flexible
and mobile”

Reliability

98 %

“I expect my equipment to just work
reliably”

Sennheiser solutions are designed to exceed
the expectations of todays Unified Communications professionals. They‘re easy to set up and
use, provide best audio quality and perform reliably, offering multiple connectivity options in an
award-winning design. Why settle for less?

* MEETING Managers’ Needs by Millward Brown in Cooperation with
Sennheiser: 155 personal, 10–15-minute telephone interviews and
16 in-depth psychological 30-minute interviews among top level
managers in Germany, the UK, the USA and Singapore. Conducted
from O
 ctober 2015 to February 2016. INSIGHTS2020:
www.mbvermeer.com/insights2020
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SOLUTIONS

MEETING ROOMS
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ALL VENUES COVERED

If communication is a
craft, why compromise
on the tools?

Compare different conference rooms and meeting scenarios
to identify your perfect match:

Ad hoc Shared-Space
At the airport, in the hotel, at the factory:
– Personal and small group conferencing
– 1 – 4 participants
Speakerphone SP 20 / 20 ML
TeamConnect Wireless CASE SET

Small Huddle
Virtually any room, anywhere:
– For online meetings and collaborations
– For up to 4 participants
Speakerphone SP 10 / 10 ML
Speakerphone SP 20 / 20 ML

Sennheiser Conferencing Solutions.
No compromise, only solutions
Sennheiser state-of-the-art technology will get
you connected and drive your message – in any
meeting situation.
–– Expect excellent sound quality with exceptional speech intelligibility, voice clarity
and sophisticated effects like noise or echo
cancelling.
–– Thrive on flexible components that can be used
anywhere, hassle-free and easily. Our products
are 100 % focused on seamless integration and
ease of operation.
–– Experience innovative technologies (e.g. beamforming microphony), packed in an award-winning design that fits any environment.
–– Sennheiser meets the real life requirements
of business professionals with reliable,
future-proof solutions – leading the path to
more productive business communications.

Large Huddle
Large closed rooms onsite:
– For frequent meetings and midsize teams
– For up to 8 participants
TeamConnect Wireless TRAY-M SET
Speakerphone SP 220 UC / 220 MS

Conference Room
Fully equipped dedicated meeting rooms:
– For frequent, regular conferencing
– For up to 12 participants
TeamConnect Wireless TRAY SET
Speakerphone SP 220 UC / 220 MS

Board Room
Premium playground for members of the board:
– Fixed equipment, high end infrastructure
– For up to 24 participants
TeamConnect Ceiling
TeamConnect Wireless TRAY SET
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SOLUTIONS

FIND YOUR PERFECT MATCH

When evaluating the perfect conferencing solutions for your needs, start with a few simple
considerations, such as the number of participants, your conferencing facilities and preferred work scenarios.

Up to 60 sq.m
TeamConnect
Wireless
CASE SET
(portable)

TeamConnect
Wireless
TRAY SET

TeamConnect

Up to 24
participants

TeamConnect
Ceiling

Up to 24
participants

Speakerphone
SP 220 / 220 MS
(portable)
220

Up to 12
participants

Speakerphone
SP 10 / 10 ML
(portable)
10

Speakerphone
SP 220 / 220 MS
(portable)
220

TeamConnect
Wireless
TRAY-M SET
M

Up to 12
participants

Speakerphone
SP 20 / 20 ML
(portable)
20

Up to 4
participants

Up to 4
participants

Flexible use

Dedicated meeting rooms
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PRODUCTS

SP 10/10 ML
Designed for ﬂexible
conferencing via softphone/PC

Conference
calls with
style

SP 20/20 ML
Designed for ﬂexible
conferencing via
softphone/PC, mobile
phone or tablets

20
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Speakerphone SP 10 / 10 ML
With its streamlined styling and superb
finish, the Sennheiser Speakerphone
series signals high-end quality wherever
you choose to make your office.
www.sennheiser.com/speakerphone

Speakerphone SP 20 / 20 ML
– Mobile and ﬂexible
Simply plug in and turn any room into
a conferencing room
– Easy and intuitive
User-friendly controls and cable
management
– For up to 4 persons
Ideal for personal calls and small
workgroups
– Sennheiser sound quality
for conference calls with exceptional
sound quality on softphone/PC
– Maximized UC performance
Optimized for softphone and UC brands
(SP 10) and certified for Skype for Business (SP 10 ML)

Sennheiser SP 20 and SP 20 ML are premium portable speakerphones designed for
both personal and small group conferences on softphone/ PC, mobile phone or
tablet.
With the SP 20 variants you can merge
softphone/PC and mobile calls into one
conference, allowing you to add participants to the conference call via both PC/
softphone and mobile phone.

– Mobile and ﬂexible
Simply plug in and turn any room into
a conferencing room
– Easy and intuitive
User-friendly controls and cable
management
– For up to 4 persons
Ideal for small workgroups
– Sennheiser sound quality
for conference calls with exceptional
sound quality on softphone/PC and tablet
– Maximized UC performance
Optimized for softphone and UC brands
(SP 20) and certified for Skype for Business (SP 20 ML)
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PRODUCTS

SP 220 UC/ 220 MS
Flexible and scalable
conferencing for up
to 12 participants

220

Speakerphone SP 220 UC / 220 MS

Conference calls
with style and reach

Building on the award winning Speakerphone Series, the SP 220 speakerphones
are ideal for modern conference venues
where style is at a premium and audio clarity is a must. This dual speakerphone solution provides the most natural listening
experience for both speakers and listeners. Requiring a minimum of table space,
SP 220 MS is designed for professionals
who need flexible, scalable conference solutions that work anywhere. The system
consists of two speakerphone units that
connect seamlessly via plug and play. Use
only one of the units for personal calls, or
two together for a conference, covering up
to 12 participants.

– Awesome sound
Superior Sennheiser high-quality audio and
HD sound with echo cancelling and reverb
control, music playback in full stereo
– Compact, portable and professional
Lightweight design, premium style – all backed by a full international 2-year warranty
– Plug, play and communicate
Connect directly to PC, mobile phone or
tablet, coiled adapter for two synchronized
speakerphones included
– Maximized UC performance
Certified for Skype for Business (SP 220
MS) and optimized for other major UC and
softphone brands (SP 220 UC)
– Advanced power management
Up to 20 hours talking time with voice
prompts for low battery warning
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PRODUCTS

Online meetings on
a whole new level

TC-W Tray
Stationary solution
for online meetings
with up to 24 participants.

TC-W Tray-M
For dedicated meeting
rooms and up to 12
participants.

M

TeamConnect Wireless TRAY SET

TeamConnect Wireless TRAY-M SET
TeamConnect Wireless is a portable wireless conference system that provides
excellent sound for online meetings. It is
extremely easy to set up and host a professional-sounding online meeting in an
instant in any room. The ease of use of the
system, multiple connectivity options, fast
setup, high audio quality and award-winning design make Unified Communications
simply more efficient.
The brand new Tray-M set features one
master unit and one satellite plus the
stationary tray charger – the perfect fit
for smaller online meetings of up to 12
participants.

–– For dedicated meeting rooms
and online meetings with up to 12 participants
–– Wireless BYOD connectivity
via Bluetooth (and also via USB or 3.5 mm
jack audio cable)
–– Multiple simultaneous audio channels,
Add additional callers with ease
–– With stationary tray
for simple storage and charging of 4
satellites
–– Award Winning Design
Winner of the Red Dot Design Award –
Best of the Best 2016, German Design
Award 2016 and DECT Award

TeamConnect Wireless provides excellent
sound for online meetings. It is extremely
easy to set up and host a professionalsounding online meeting in an instant. The
system delivers multiple connectivity
options with any laptop, smart device or
video conferencing system via Bluetooth,
USB, or 3.5mm jack – its connectivity
makes it a highly flexible asset that supports all your Unified Communications
demands. The Tray Set comes with 4 portable satellites and a stationary charging
and docking tray for the satellites. It is
a perfect solution for dedicated meeting
rooms with up to 24 participants.

–– For dedicated meeting rooms
and online meetings with up to 24 participants
–– Wireless BYOD connectivity
via Bluetooth (and also via USB or 3.5 mm
jack audio cable)
–– Multiple simultaneous audio channels,
Add additional callers with ease
–– With stationary tray
for simple storage and charging of 4 satellites
–– Award Winning Design
Winner of the Red Dot Design Award –
Best of the Best 2016, German Design
Award 2016 and DECT Award
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PRODUCTS

Conquer
every room
TC-W Case
For ﬂexible conference rooms with up
to 24 participants.

TeamConnect Wireless CASE SET
The TeamConnect Wireless Case Set combines best
speech intelligibility with limitless flexibility and mobility.
Its award-winning design looks every bit as high-end as
it sounds. Take online meetings to a whole new level and
conquer every room: TeamConnect Wireless is the perfect
choice for high quality audio in any Unified Communications environment!

– For ﬂexible meeting rooms
With portable case for storage and charging
– Wireless BYOD connectivity
via Bluetooth (and also via USB or 3.5 mm jack audio cable)
– Multiple simultaneous audio channels,
Add additional callers with ease
– Award Winning Design
Winner of the Red Dot Design Award – Best of the Best
2016, German Design Award 2016 and DECT Award
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PRODUCTS

Virtual collaboration,
real results

TeamConnect

TeamConntect
All-in-one solution
for next level
collaboration

The TeamConnect conferencing system is
the all-in-one audio conferencing solution
for standard meeting rooms that require
an online / telephone conference infrastructure. TeamConnect integrates seamlessly
into any technical infrastructure and can
be equipped with various microphone
variants – it’s a complete system for up to
24 participants.

– Complete audio solution for dedicated
meeting rooms
Requires minimal administration and
maintenance effort
– Unlimited ﬂexibility
Full connectivity via landline and PC/VoiP
– Easy to set up and use
Hassle free operation with intuitive iOS
app or web server application
– Professional audio quality
Advanced mixing capabilities, powerful
echo cancellation
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PRODUCTS

New dimensions
of conferencing

TeamConnect Ceiling
TeamConnect Ceiling is a combination of a
ceiling microphone featuring the latest beamforming technology and a TeamConnect
Central Unit with DSP for echo cancellation
and auto mixing. The ceiling microphone
allows complete flexibility to the user to
speak and be heard anywhere in the room
without worrying about the microphone
set up.

TeamConntect Ceiling
Take your conferencing to the next
dimension

TeamConnect Ceiling is a perfect fit for any
existing interior design concept or infrastructure. Integrated into the ceiling or in a
suspended version, the frees meeting
tables of visible cables and keeps maintenance work at a minimum.

– Beamforming innovation
Array of 29 individual omnidirectional
microphone capsules, adapts automatically
any table layout without reconfiguration
– Ultimate connectivity
Dial in with smartphone, tablet or notebook
– Real cross-platform collaboration
Compatible with Skype for Business,
OpenScape, GoToMeeting, IBM, Cisco,
Avaya and many more
– High-end integration
Diverse mounting options, fits any
environment
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EXPERIENCE SENNHEISER
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Best choice, best
practice, best service –
take the test!

Demo & trial on the spot
Convince yourself and experience Sennheiser
live: The Sennheiser professional trial program
gives you the opportunity to test your preferred
conferencing setup straight on site. To request
your individual product demonstration or arrange
a trial, please contact your regional Sennheiser
sales representative for details.

Service is integral
Sennheiser conferencing systems are userfriendly, highly developed solutions. As you would
expect from a global brand with over 70 years
of audio expertise, all our products are backed by
a full 2-year-guarantee and extensive worldwide
after-sales and helpdesk services. Our service
leaves no question unanswered – just to make
sure you’ll drive your message home!
To learn more and get in contact, please visit
www.sennheiser.com/international-services
or scan the QR-code.

Always at your
service. Learn more –
get in contact.

Sennheiser electronic GmbH & Co. KG
Am Labor 1, 30900 Wedemark, Germany
www.sennheiser.com
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